
 
NDD on Social Media – Round 3 
 
Expanding on our earlier success with social media, we are mobilizing another day of action on Twitter on 
Monday, February 11, where we will continue to use the hashtag #NoMoreCuts.  Remember, these 
tweets are a great alternative way of getting our message out to policy makers.   
 
Make sure you include the Twitter handle of the member you are tweeting in your message.  This ensures 
that the member will get a notification of being “mentioned” in your message and will see what you’ve 
sent.  Here are some great examples from previous tweet-days: 
 

 

 

 

 
Included below are sample tweets for your use: 

 

Template 

 We need to invest in education, public safety, medical research, & infrastructure [insert member twitter 

handle]. #NoMoreCuts to these vital areas! 

Sample 

 We need to invest in education, public safety, medical research, & infrastructure @MaxBaucus. 

#NoMoreCuts to these vital areas! 

---------------------------------- 

Template 

 Discretionary investments have already been cut by nearly $1.5 trillion. [insert member twitter handle] 

make sure there are #NoMoreCuts! #sequester 

Sample 

 Discretionary investments have already been cut by nearly $1.5 trillion. @MaxBaucus make sure there are 

#NoMoreCuts! #sequester 

---------------------------------- 

 

Template (links to NDD national sign-on letter) 

 Remember [insert member twitter handle], over 3200 groups want you to say #NoMoreCuts to 

discretionary investments! http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t #sequester 
  

http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t


Sample 

 Remember @MaxBaucus, over 3200 groups want you to say #NoMoreCuts to discretionary investments! 

http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t #sequester 

---------------------------------- 

Template 

 #Sequestration means an 5.1% cut to #[insert issue area of concern] funding in 2013. [insert member 

twitter handle] make sure there are #NoMoreCuts! http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t  

Sample 

 #Sequestration means an 5.1% cut to #education funding in 2013. @MaxBaucus make sure there are 

#NoMoreCuts! http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t  

---------------------------------- 

Template (links to AIA jobs loss report) 

 Discretionary cuts to #[insert issue area of concern] harm the #economy! [insert member twitter handle] 

say #NoMoreCuts! http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t  

Sample 

 Discretionary cuts to #education harm the #economy! @MaxBaucus say #NoMoreCuts! 

http://bit.ly/11Bzd0t  

---------------------------------- 

Template 

 National #security means investing in kids, education, public health, & infrastructure. [insert member 

twitter handle] make sure there are #NoMoreCuts!  

 

Sample 

 National #security means investing in kids, education, public health, & infrastructure. @MaxBaucus make 

sure there are #NoMoreCuts! 

---------------------------------- 

Template 

 A secure #America needs more than #military might! [insert member twitter handle] make sure there are 

#NoMoreCuts to #education! #sequester 

Sample 

 A secure #America needs more than #military might! @MaxBaucus make sure there are #NoMoreCuts to 

#[insert issue area of concern]! #sequester 

 

 

For a complete list of members and their twitter handles as well as other social media accounts, please see 

these House & Senate lists.   

If you are new to Twitter, this great Twitter 101 Guide from the folks at Half in Ten/Center for American 

Progress is recommended.  If you have any questions feel free to contact Jared Solomon at 202-657-0679 

or jareds@firstfocus.net. 
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